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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2241 53 Newlands St Trevallyn Hare: Scary

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2241 Scary Ball Buster
Making the most of the rare summer like weather
Scary has gone bush. Over the back boundary and
up the very same hill that two weeks before we
had come down on one of the best runs to date.
As if getting to the On-On up the steep incline of his
driveway wasn’t enough – it was obvious by observing Goblet that this hill is punishing to old legs.
The on home and obligatory bell end from Sheila’s
run was still clearly visible as the pack headed on
past the tunnel surge tank and down to the Pitt Avenue check. Quite a time was spent dithering as
hashers covered all points of the compass looking
for the continuation of the trail. It took Fingers two
attempts to find the new arrow pointing upward on
a skinny mountain bike trail upstream of the tunnel
removable section. There would be no running up
this cliff as Boong was slowing the way as he tentatively checked for snakes. Speaking of Boong; he
was spotted with his “male friend” at the cinema
waiting to enter a lovee dovee movie – wonder
how that went? and what sort of snakes were involved? At the end of the cliff trail was another

check; only two choices – Fingers went left, Sheila
chose right, Boong stayed put and kept an eye out for
snakes and Bugsy took even more photos. On-on to the
right and by this time the remaining pack had caught up
and followed, leaving Fingers outcast to deal with his
own trail. The trail crossed Reatta Road to what looked
like a massive solar power station; this is WayFM and
they are harvesting Gods gift, the Sun, into electrical
energy to run the radio station and power the transmitter enabling the good word to be spread to the minions. Being good Christian folk no one was struck down
by mighty lightning bolts but Derbs and Bugsy were witnessed breaking into a speedy gait exiting the area and
heading towards the Archery Club. There was more
traversing of the power line easement before the ON
HOME was discovered near Reatta Road. Fingerers’
own trail had led directly to this spot resulting in more
valuable drinking time added to his night however
some sludge arses had even more drinking time after
balking the tunnel removable section hill altogether. A
good run set by Scary – hopefully a lesson to others of
what a summer run is all about.

ON ON:
Back at the on-on Scary had the fire roaring after harvested some on site blackberry cane and gorse logs.
Blakey again acted as if he had been on the run and then declared that “unlike some he has a real job that
prevents him from participating”. I’m not sure whether that is because of time constraints or if sitting on
his arse all day gives him a sore vagina? Any way he’s usually a useful Hash Lip regardless that he has no
jokes again.
Derbs has bought along a large box of worthless landline phones to give away, Goblet says it must be
cheaper to give them away than take them to the tip recycling depot, after he scores the best two handsets from the mass of tangled cords

ON Downs
First up is:Scary – setting a semi ball buster on a Tuesday.
Bugsy – after recapping his lost key fiasco of last week
Scary – lost money while setting tonight’s trail
From the floor Inlet charged Tiles for calling him on his mobile while driving, forcing him to break the law and answer
while in motion; both had a drink after it couldn’t be decided who was responsible to pay the fine.

Goblets vegetarian raffle results:Boong – Family Pack
Fingers – Wine
Thumbs – Wine
Thumbs - WD40
Pash and Boong shared a dozen stubbies xxx

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 15th November 32 Rowland Cres Hare: Fingers
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland
Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 17 th November Perth pub Hare: One Hump.
Joke of the Week
Little Mary Margaret was not the best student in Catholic School,
usually she slept through the class.
One day her teacher, a Nun, called on her while she was sleeping. “Tell me Mary Margaret, who created the universe?”
When Mary Margaret didn’t stir, little Johnny who was her friend sitting behind her, took
his pencil and jabbed her in the rear.
“God Almighty!” shouted Mary Margaret.The Nun said, “Very good” and continued teaching her class.
A little later the Nun asked Mary Margaret, Who is our Lord and Savior?”
But Mary didn’t stir from her slumber.
Once again, Johnny came to her rescue and stuck Mary Margaret in the rear.
“Jesus Christ!!!” shouted Mary Margaret, and the Nun once again said, “Very good,” and
Mary Margaret fell back asleep.
The Nun asked her a third question…”What did Eve say to Adam after she had her twenty-third child?”
Again, Johnny came to the rescue.
This time Mary Margaret jumped up and
shouted, “If you stick that damn thing in
me one more time, I’ll break it in half!”
The nun fainted….

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Driving to Burnie Cove
what are you doing?…. Oh
Shit the Cops have me for
talking on the mobile

$300.00 and three
points I am taking
all my calls on this
land line from now
on

Ring Ring are you
there Inlet? Tyles
here. What are you
up to Bro?

